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**Reviewer’s report:**

Comments and recommendation to MS:
Hedi Ben Mansour, Jihed boubaker, Kamel Ghedira, Leila chekir Ghedira: Evaluation of antimicrobial, antimutagenic and radical scavenger activities of polar extracts from (Tunisian) Acacia salicina leaves.

**General comments:**
Authors accepted the most reviewers’ recommendations which were improved the quality of the article. I think that article is now acceptable for publication in BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine.

**Minor Essential Revisions**
**Title:**
Page 1: Please, omit brackets in '(Lindl)' and put dot after Lindl, that is change '(Lindl.)' into 'Lindl.'

**Abstract:**
Page 2, line 2: Please, omit brackets in '(Lindl)' and put dot after Lindl, that is change '(Lindl.)' into 'Lindl.'

Sincerely
Dario Kremer

**Level of interest:** An article of importance in its field

**Quality of written English:** Acceptable

**Statistical review:** Yes, and I have assessed the statistics in my report.
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